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ESS Global is an educational consultant assists students from India to ESS Global is an educational consultant assists students from India to 
study abroadstudy abroad destinations such as Australia, Canada, European destinations such as Australia, Canada, European
countries, New Zealand, Singapore, U.K, & U.S.A. We also providecountries, New Zealand, Singapore, U.K, & U.S.A. We also provide
assistance for Permanent Residency and Tourist Visa.assistance for Permanent Residency and Tourist Visa.

ESS Global Pvt. Ltd. has worked hard with integrity and transparencyESS Global Pvt. Ltd. has worked hard with integrity and transparency
since 2007 to build a reputation of being the most trusted and mostsince 2007 to build a reputation of being the most trusted and most
recognized education consultancy. we are a team of passionate,recognized education consultancy. we are a team of passionate,
dedicated and experienced who work to realize the dreams of aspiringdedicated and experienced who work to realize the dreams of aspiring
candidates with innovation, optimism, and professionalism. Highlycandidates with innovation, optimism, and professionalism. Highly
reputed for our deep, credible and supportive facilitation for students’reputed for our deep, credible and supportive facilitation for students’
overseas education, we have set the highest benchmarks in tune withoverseas education, we have set the highest benchmarks in tune with
global competencies. but above all, we cherish our values of clarity,global competencies. but above all, we cherish our values of clarity,
reliability, and responsibility towards our clients.reliability, and responsibility towards our clients.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/ess-global-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/ess-global-
private-limited-9439private-limited-9439
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